In order for your health care team to know how best to care for you and your HIV infection, blood tests are done on a regular basis—about every three or six months, depending on your current state of health. This will help you closely monitor your health and any possible damage that HIV or the drugs you’re taking might cause.

Here are the tests you will need:

- **CD4 Cell Count**
- **Viral Load Count**
- **Chem-Screen (CS) Test**
- **Complete Blood Count (CBC)**

### CD4 CELL COUNT

A CD4 cell is a type of white blood cell in your immune system. About 15–40% of all white blood cells are CD4 cells. (The percentage can vary from person to person due to genetic reasons or active infections.) CD4 cells protect you from viral infections; help other cells fight bacterial and fungal infections; produce antibodies; fight cancers; and coordinate the activities of other cells in the immune system.

HIV prefers to target CD4 cells in order to reproduce, which can cause their number to decrease over time. Too few CD4 cells means that the immune system will no longer function like it is supposed to.

You can look at white blood cells as two main types: B cells and T cells. Both are made in your bone marrow, but B cells stay there to mature while T cells move the thymus to mature. B cells produce antibodies, which help your body destroy abnormal cells and harmful micro-organisms, such as bacteria, viruses, and fungi.

T-cells are divided into three groups:

- Helper T cells (T4 or CD4+ cells) help other cells destroy harmful organisms.
- Suppressor T cells (T8 or CD8+ cells) control the activity of other white blood cells so they don’t
destroy normal tissue.

- Killer T cells (a kind of CD8+ cell) recognize and destroy abnormal or infected cells.

By getting regular CD4 counts done, you will know how many CD4 cells you have, how healthy your immune system is, and how well it is fighting HIV. Your CD4 cell count will also be helpful in figuring out when to start HIV meds and whether or not you should take medications to prevent AIDS-related infections.

The following is what a lab report could look like for CD4s, etc. The numbers represent the amounts found in a small drop of blood called a cubic millimeter. You will also usually see a range of numbers listed for each test result, so you can compare your numbers to what is the normal range for most HIV-negative people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST NAME</th>
<th>RESULT</th>
<th>UNITS</th>
<th>REFERENCE RANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LYMPH SUBSET</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3 ABS</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>cu.mm</td>
<td>625 - 2460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3%</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>60 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3+/CD4+ (HELPER) ABS</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>cu.mm</td>
<td>423 - 1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3+/CD4+ (HELPER) %</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>32 - 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3+/CD8+ (SUPPRES) ABS</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>140 - 958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3+/CD8+ (SUPPRES) %</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>10 - 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4/CD8 RATIO</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.90 - 6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CD3+ Absolute Count
This represents the number of all T cells, which includes CD4 and CD8 cells. This figure is rarely used in making treatment decisions.

CD3 Percentage
This represents the group of all immune cells that are T cells. This figure is rarely used in making treatment decisions.

CD4 Cell Count
This is the number of all CD4 cells. The normal range for an HIV-negative person is 500–1,500. The goal of HIV treatment is to keep this number as high as possible for as long as possible. A CD4 count below 200 raises the risk for opportunistic infections.

CD4 Percentage

This represents the group of all T cells that are CD4 cells. The normal percent for an HIV-negative person is 40% while the average for people with HIV is 25%. An AIDS diagnosis can be made when it’s below 14%. The CD4 percentage is sometimes more reliable because it tends to vary less between measurements than the CD4 count.

CD8 Cell Count

This is the number of all CD8 cells, and includes both Suppressor and Killer T cells. The normal range for an HIV-negative person is 150–1,000, though it’s normally higher in a person with HIV. This figure is rarely used in making treatment decisions.

CD8 Percentage

This represents the group of all T cells that are CD8 cells. The CD8 percentage is sometimes more reliable because it tends to vary less between measurements than the CD8 count.

CD4/CD8 Ratio (helper cell/suppressor cell ration)

This number is the CD4 count divided by the CD8 count. The normal range for an HIV-negative person is 0.9–6.0, which means 1–6 CD4 cells for every 1 CD8 cell. In people with HIV, this figure is usually inversed because there are more CD8 cells, more commonly 2 CD8s for every 1 CD4. It’s normal to see numbers below 1.0 for the CD4/CD8 ratio. This figure is used less often when making treatment decisions.

VIRAL LOAD COUNT

This test measures the number of copies of HIV. It is sometimes called an HIV RNA or PCR or bDNA test. There is no normal range of viral load since the point of HIV treatment is to keep HIV as low as possible for as long as possible.

Various viral loads tests are used in the U.S. and usually count down to 50 copies and sometimes 20, but no lower. If your result comes back “not detected” or “undetectable” then that means HIV is there at an extremely low level—a very good result. Otherwise, if there’s a number for the viral load, then that’s the number of copies of HIV the test counted in that drop of blood.

Viral loads are used to see how well HIV treatment is working, whether it’s starting a first regimen or when switching to a new medication or regimen. Before starting treatment, a viral load above 100,000 copies means certain HIV medicines should not be used. If it’s below 100,000, then a person has more options for starting treatment. Read the federal HIV Treatment Guidelines for more details.

After being on treatment, if viral load becomes detectable, then it may be a sign of adherence issues, an occasional “blip”, unknown drug interactions, or the development of resistance. If one viral load comes back at a low detectable level, it could be a blip. This could mean an error was
made in the lab or there’s another infection present. This is usually nothing to worry about.

However, if a trend of increasing viral loads occurs over time, then it could mean that adherence or getting refills is an issue. It could also mean that a drug interaction is preventing the HIV meds from fully controlling the virus. In any case, this should be discussed and resolved with your provider.

Increasing viral load over time can also mean that resistance has developed. Here, it’s important to get a genotypic resistance test done (best when viral load is at least 1,000 copies). If resistance is detected, then one or more drugs in the regimen should be switched to drugs that can fully suppress HIV.

Here’s what a viral load test looks like:
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**HIV-1 RNA, PCR (or bDNA)**

This is the number of copies of HIV found by the test. To break down the words on the lab report, if it says “HIV-1” then that simply means it’s the most common type of HIV seen in the U.S. (HIV-2 is usually found in West and Central Africa.) “RNA” refers to HIV’s genetic material, which is what the test looks for. “PCR” is one type of viral load test (brand name Amplicor). “bDNA” is the other type of test (brand name Quantiplex).

**Log Copies/ML**

A “log” is a term that scientists use to show an amount of something; in this case, it is copies of HIV. In simplest terms, 1 log represents one “0”. Therefore, log 2 HIV means 100 copies. Log 3 HIV means 1,000 copies (more accurately it is 10 x 10 x 10). Logs are also used to measure changes in viral load. For example, a viral load that goes from 100,000 down to 100 is a 3 log reduction.
CHEM-SCREEN (CS) TEST

A chem screen reports the amounts of various chemicals that are produced by your body to help it function properly. While it won’t really tell you much about HIV or how your immune system is doing, it can help you and your doctor know if another infection is present or if you’re having any side effects to the drugs you’re taking.

Here’s what a chem-screen test looks like:
The food you eat turns into sugars (glucose), fats (lipids), or proteins in the bloodstream. Having a balance of these helps to fulfill the body’s energy needs and to maintain fat and
muscle. Glucose is a measure of your blood sugars. Lipids are normally stated as triglycerides and cholesterol. These blood levels are most reliably measured in the fasted state, which is in the morning before eating.

- Cholesterol is normally reported as two types: high-density lipoproteins (HDLs) or “good” cholesterol and low-density lipoproteins (LDLs) or “bad” cholesterol. The higher the amount of HDL, the better. HDL cholesterol helps clear LDL cholesterol from the arteries and helps purge it from the body through the liver. Even if someone has a high level of LDL, a high HDL greatly decreases the risk of heart disease. Thus, the lower the total cholesterol/HDL ratio, the better. (Some HIV meds can lower HDL and can be a sign of lipodystrophy.)

- Sodium, potassium, chloride, bicarbonate, phosphate, calcium and magnesium are all “electrolytes” — the charged particles that make up salt. Electrolytes play a crucial role in the function of cells and the electrical activity of the heart. Abnormal electrolyte levels in a person with HIV are often due to chronic conditions like diarrhea or vomiting or kidney dysfunction.

- BUN (Blood Urea Nitrogen), creatinine and uric acid are all waste products in your blood and urine. Because your kidneys excrete these wastes into your urine, they are used to monitor kidney function. Many drugs, including those taken by people with HIV/AIDS, can affect BUN and creatinine levels. A BUN/creatinine ratio greater than 20 can indicate kidney disease or failure.

- Protein is needed by virtually all cells in the body to function properly. It’s necessary to build muscle and to produce new immune cells every day. Albumin and globulin are the two types of protein that are measured by Total Protein. Low albumin levels can occur in people with dietary problems—including diarrhea, nausea, or decreased appetite—and can often be corrected easily. Globulin is found in antibodies to fight and ward off infections, a level which is usually higher in people with HIV. The albumin/globulin, or A/G ratio, reflects the amount of albumin in relation to the amount of globulin in the blood. Many people with HIV have lower-than-normal A/G ratios, though this usually isn’t anything to worry about, as long as albumin levels are normal.

- Bilirubin (total and direct), alkaline phosphatase, GGT, AST (SGOT) and ALT (SGPT) are all enzymes produced by the liver. High levels of these can mean liver damage, which can be
caused by HIV meds, other meds, alcohol, or hepatitis. There are usually no physical symptoms of liver damage—with the exception of elevated bilirubin levels that can cause the skin and eyes to look yellowish. Therefore, it’s important to keep a watchful eye on these levels to ensure ongoing liver health.

- Amylase is a digestive enzyme produced by the salivary glands and pancreas. It’s used to diagnose swelling of the pancreas and other pancreatic problems. Some older HIV meds can cause pancreatitis.

- LD or LDH stands for lactate (or lactic) dehydrogenase. It can indicate acute or chronic tissue damage in the body. An elevated LD level—along with abnormal levels of other lab tests—is valuable in diagnosing liver disease, pancreatitis, some cancers, intestinal and pulmonary problems, and muscular problems.

- Iron is an important mineral that works with red blood cells to transport oxygen to all cells and tissues in the body. Low levels can be a sign of anemia and/or internal bleeding and should be followed up by a health care provider.

**COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT (CBC) TEST**

One of the most important blood tests that your doctor will order for you is called a complete blood count, or CBC. All the different types of cells in your blood can all be grouped into one of three categories: red blood cells, white blood cells, or platelets. Knowing how many of these cells you have in a blood sample provides a lot of valuable information.

*NOTE: Reference Ranges shown below are for adult males. Some may vary slightly for women, children and adolescents. Check your lab report for specific reference ranges.*

Here’s what a CBC test looks like:
White Blood Cells (WBC)

White blood cells (leukocytes) are produced by the immune system to help defend the body against infections. They are formed in bone marrow and either enter the blood or migrate to key organs such as the spleen, lymph nodes, or gut. A high WBC count likely indicates that an infection is present somewhere in the body, while a low number might indicate that an infection or disease—such as HIV or cancer—has slowed the bone marrow’s ability to produce new WBCs.

Red Blood Cells (RBC)

Red blood cells (erythrocytes) are responsible for delivering oxygen throughout the body. There are between 3.6 to 6.1 million in a single milliliter of blood. A low red blood cell count can indicate anemia, which can lead to fatigue. Some older HIV meds can cause anemia, as can some AIDS-related infections and cancers.
Hemoglobin (HGB) and Hematocrit (HCT)

Both Hemoglobin and Hematocrit can help you and your doctor learn a bit more about your red blood cells. Red blood cells use hemoglobin to distribute oxygen to other cells in the body. Hematocrit refers to the amount of your blood that is occupied by red blood cells. For men, the hematocrit should be between 40%-52%; for women, it should be between 35%-46%. A low hemoglobin number or hematocrit percentage may indicate anemia.

Mean Corpuscular Volume (MCV)

This test measures the size of red blood cells. Larger red blood cells may indicate anemia due to vitamin B6 or folic acid deficiency while smaller red blood cells may indicate anemia due to iron deficiency. Some older HIV meds, like AZT (Retrovir), can cause MCV to increase without necessarily causing anemia.

Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin (MCH) and Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin Concentration (MCHC)

These tests measure the amount of hemoglobin in red blood cells. Low levels indicate anemia.

Red Cell Distribution Width (RDW)

Since red blood cells can come in different sizes, RDW looks at the range of these sizes in a blood sample. If anemia is suspected, RDW test results are often used together with MCV to figure out what the cause of the anemia might be.

Platelets

Platelets are tiny cells produced by the bone marrow that help your blood to clot in the event of a cut or scrape. A high number might be seen in people with cancer, a blood disease, or rheumatoid arthritis. A decreased platelet count, called thrombocytopenia, can cause bruising, bleeding and slow blood clotting. While HIV treatment can help reverse this condition, it can sometimes cause platelet levels to rise, which increases the risk of blood clots. It’s important to know the underlying reason that’s causing these conditions in order to correct them.
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